ABSTRACT Multiscale morphological analysis (MMA) is considered as a prevalent and efficient approach of mathematical morphology (MM), which has received a lot of attention in fault diagnosis. However, traditional MMA mainly focuses on the selection of structuring element (SE) scale and fault feature extraction based on single index, which is not easy to get comprehensive and rich fault information. Consequently, for the purpose of solving the issue of losing local fault information of integrating traditional MMA with single index and improving fault feature extraction accuracy, a new algorithm named feature selection framework-based multiscale morphological analysis (FS-MMA) is proposed in this paper. Within this algorithm, the weighted MMA is firstly formulated through the incorporation of three operations (i.e. combination morphological filter-hat transform (CMFH), multicale SE and weighted arithmetic), which can cover fault symptoms at different scales. Subsequently, multi-domain features of the raw vibration signal are calculated and entropy weight method (EWM) is adopted to select several typical sensitive features. Finally, grey correlation analysis (GCA) is conducted to determine the optimal SE scale of MMA and achieve fault feature extraction of rolling element bearing. The effectiveness and feasibility of the presented algorithm are validated by analyzing the simulated and experimental bearing fault data. The analysis results show that FS-MMA has better performance in bearing fault feature extraction and diagnosis accuracy compared with traditional MMA with single index.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rotating machinery occupies an increasing position in modern industry and smart manufacturing. Real-time monitoring of working status of rotating machinery can not only avoid the disaster but also bring obvious economic benefit. Rolling element bearing is reputed as one of the important parts of rotating machinery equipment in industrial production, which is widely applied in different fields [1] - [4] . Running state of rolling element bearing is directly related to the working performance of whole mechanical system, which
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means that rolling element bearing is a good research object for exploration and development of the novel fault diagnosis method. As is well-known, the practical bearing vibration signal is usually equipped with some properties (e.g. nonlinearity, non-stationary, low signal to noise ratio and unconspicuous features), which indicates that weak fault detection of rolling element bearings is a major conundrum [5] . Therefore, it is an urgent and challenging task to solve this problem.
Bearing fault diagnosis mainly includes two aspects (i.e. fault feature extraction and fault identification), where fault feature extraction is regarded as an essential key step in fault recognition, which will directly affect the reliability and accuracy of bearing fault diagnosis results [6] . At present, there are many methods of bearing fault feature extraction, which can be divided into three categories (i.e. timedomain, frequency-domain and time-frequency domain). Familiar time domain feature extraction method includes some statistical indicator, correlation analysis [7] and Shannon entropy [8] . Frequency domain feature extraction method includes typical modern spectral analysis methods (e.g. amplitude spectrum, cepstrum, envelope spectrum, maximum entropy spectrum, order spectrum and higher-order spectrum) and spectral kurtosis (SK) [9] . Time-frequency feature extraction method is generally divided into traditional timefrequency analysis and adaptive time-frequency analysis, where traditional time-frequency analysis methods mainly contain Short-time Fourier transform (STFT), Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) [10] and wavelet transform (WT) [11] . Adaptive time-frequency analysis mainly contains empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [12] , local mean decomposition (LMD) [13] , intrinsic time-scale decomposition (ITD) [14] and variational mode decomposition (VMD) [15] . However, method of various domains (i.e. time-domain, frequency-domain and time-frequency domain) has some limitations. For instance, Shannon entropy in time-domain usually estimates the complexity or irregularity of time series on a single scale, whereas feature information of other scales is ignored [16] . Band-pass filter parameters of SK in frequency-domain will directly affect its fault feature extraction ability. Besides, traditional frequency-domain analysis method based on Fourier transform is not suitable for non-stationary signal with frequency component variation [17] . EMD in time-frequency suffers from end effect, mode mixing, overshoot and undershoot. Moreover, the recently presented VMD also has the disadvantages of endpoint effect and modal aliasing, and two parameters (i.e. balance factor and mode number) greatly affect decomposition performance of VMD [18] . Therefore, it is necessary to study a new effective method of bearing fault feature extraction.
Mathematical morphology (MM) is a nonlinear signal processing method, which was first proposed by Serra and Matheron of Paris institute of minerals in 1964, and was successfully applied to predict mining value of mineral resources in a certain area [19] . Later, because of its simple calculation, multi-scale morphological analysis (MMA) was gradually introduced into the field of bearing fault detection [20] , [21] . One core of MMA is the selection of structuring element (SE) scale. Currently, many studies were performed to select SE scale. Such as, Nikolaou and Antoniadis [22] given an empirical rule for SE length, this is, pulse repetition frequency of 0.6-0.7 is regarded as SE length, and then morphology operators containing the optimal SE length were employed to extract bearing fault symptoms. Li et al. [23] proposed a diagonal slice spectrum assisted optimal scale morphological filter, where diagonal slice spectrum and characteristic frequency intensity coefficient (CFIC) are combined to determine the optimal SE scale and enhance bearing fault feature extraction ability. Dong et al. [24] firstly selected the optimal flat SE length on the basis of a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) criterion, and then the average between the opening and closing operator was used to capture periodic pulse characteristic related to bearing faults. Zhang et al. [25] put forward an adaptive peak search method to determine SE scale of MMA, and then multiscale morphological difference filtering was applied to extract bearing fault features. Raj and Murali [26] proposed a new algorithm for SE selection based on kurtosis, and then morphological operators containing the optimal SE scale were used to remove noise and detect fault symptoms. Finally, fuzzy inference technique was employed to identify different bearing fault types. Li and Liang [27] presented a method for bearing fault diagnosis based on continuous scale mathematical morphology (CSMM). Firstly, based on the criterion of frequency-domain kurtosis, we can determine the optimal scale band which can reflect the most abundant bearing fault feature information. Subsequently, morphological operators were used to analyze the component of the optimal scale band to distinguish bearing fault type. Osman and Wang [28] proposed a morphological Hilbert-Huang (MH), the algorithm mainly adopted closing-opening differential filter for de-noising processing of vibration signal, then applied a new index based on kurtosis and Renyi entropy to select optimal SE scale and obtain morphological filtering signal. Next, EMD was used to divide the filtering signal into several intrinsic mode function (IMF) components. Finally, frequency spectrum of IMF was observed to finish bearing fault diagnosis. Unfortunately, the aforementioned SE scale selection approaches mainly focus on single feature index. Concretely, information entropy, SNR, kurtosis and other single indexes were used to search the appropriate SE scale of MMA for vibration signal processing, respectively. However, every feature index has its advantages and disadvantages. In other words, one feature index may be effective for one non-stationary signal, but it may not be effective for another non-stationary signal. Thus, the purpose of this article is to study how to select one or a series of representative features from multiple features to determine the suitable SE scale of MMA. Main contributions and novelties of this paper are the development of a fire-new approach known as feature selection frameworkbased multiscale morphological analysis (FS-MMA), where several important stages (e.g. MMA, multi-domain feature extraction, entropy weight method (EWM) and grey correlation analysis (GCA) are integrated to determine the optimal SE scale of MMA and extract the helpful fault symptoms.
The outline of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces basic knowledge of the related theory (e.g. MMA, multi-domain feature extraction, EWM and GCA). Section III provides the general process of the proposed diagnosis approach. Section IV gives the simulation analysis of bearing fault signal. In Section V, bearing experimental data of two cases is analyzed to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. THEORY BACKGROUND A. MMA
Compared with single scale morphological analysis, one advantage of MMA is that it can extract fault symptoms over multiple scales and excavate intrinsic feature information of bearing vibration signal more precisely. The theory of MMA is briefly reviewed below:
Set f (n), n = 1, 2, · · · , N as a discrete onedimensional time series, set g(m) as a unit SE, and define λ(λ = 1, 2, · · · , k) as the scale, then the SE at scale λ can be obtained by dilation operation of λ − 1 times of g, that is [29] 
(1)
Multiscale dilation and erosion operator can be separately defined as
Multiscale morphological gradient about the dilation and erosion is further expressed as
Multiscale opening and closing operator can be separately defined as
Multiscale opening-closing and closing-opening operator are separately expressed as
Multiscale AVGH can be written as
Multiscale CMFH and morphological gradient can be separately calculated by
Previous studies have shown that a large scale SE can suppress the noise, but blur the detailed information of pulse, while a small scale SE can retain the detailed information of signal, but cannot effectively suppress the noise [30] - [32] . Hence, the weighted average of morphological filtering results from all scales is regarded as the final output:
where ω λ represents the weight coefficient under different scales, λ max denotes the largest SE scale, e λ is the sum of the filtering results obtained by multiscale CMFH at scale λ and f (n) is a discrete one-dimensional signal. According to Eq. (12), the results obtained by MMA can avoid the problem that morphological filtering results on different scales have the same weight coefficient, and thus improve the accuracy of bearing fault feature extraction [33] .
B. MULTI-DOMAIN FEATURE EXTRACTION 1) TIME-DOMAIN FEATURE EXTRACTION
Supposing that x(n), n = 1, 2, · · · , N is a discrete time series, N is the number of data points of x(n). 18 time-domain features are extracted by using the statistical method [34] and their expressions are respectively given in Table 1 , where F 1 ∼ F 18 are respectively are maximum value, minimum value, absolute mean value, peak-to-peak value, mean value, square mean, root mean square value, variance, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, peak index, margin index, pulse index, waveform index, coefficient of variation, coefficient of skewness and coefficient of kurtosis. F 1 ∼ F 9 denotes the dimensional statistical parameters and F 10 ∼ F 18 denotes the dimensionless statistical parameters.
2) FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FEATURE EXTRACTION
When a local fault occurs in the rolling element bearing, the amplitude in frequency-domain will change compared with that in the normal state, so frequency-domain feature can be extracted to quantitatively describe the variation of fault feature information contained in bearing vibration signal.
Supposing that x(n), n = 1, 2, · · · , N is a discrete time series, N is the number of data points of x(n), 13 frequencydomain features are extracted by using fast Fourier transform algorithm [35] and their expressions are respectively given in Table 2 , where F 19 ∼ F 22 are respectively mean frequency, frequency center, RMS frequency, and standard deviation frequency. Moreover, F 23 ∼ F 25 are respectively amplitudes at outer race fault frequency f o and its 2nd and 3rd harmonics, F 26 ∼ F 28 are respectively amplitudes at inner race fault frequency f i and its 2nd and 3rd harmonics, F 29 ∼F 31 are respectively amplitudes at ball fault frequency f b and its 2nd and 3rd harmonics, where interp1() is the interpolation function in MATLAB, X (k) is the FFT spectrum of the given time series x(n) and k = 1, 2, · · · , K , K is the number of spectrum line in FFT spectrum, f k is the frequency value corresponding to the k-th spectrum line.
3) OTHER FEATURES FOR FAULT DETECTION
There are some other features specially designed for detecting bearing local fault, except for time-domain and frequencydomain features mentioned above [36] , such as, energy operator, energy ratio and power spectrum entropy. Supposing that x(n), n = 1, 2, · · · , N is a discrete time series, N is data length of x(n), here define the three features. Energy operator (EO):
where r(n) is Teager energy differential signal and satisfies the equality r(n) = x 2 (n) − x(n − 1)x(n + 1),r(n) denotes the mean value of r(n). Energy ratio (ER):
where d (n) is a signal containing only fault characteristic frequencies (e.g. outer race fault, inner race fault, and ball fault) and can be obtained by using the interpolation function interp1() of MATLAB and inverse Fourier transform, while
is the difference between the original signal x(n) and d (n). Concretely, ER is defined as the ratio of root mean square between the signal d(n) and d (n). Power spectrum entropy (PSE):
where K is the number of frequency component in the power spectrum of x(n), q(k) is the percentage of amplitude s(k) of the k-th spectrum line, and S is the sum of amplitudes in power spectrum.
Here supposing that n + 1 samples are collected, according to formula of the above 34 features, feature vector of one sample can be denoted
, which can be regarded as the reference sequence. Besides, a multi-domain feature matrix X i , i = 1,2, · · · , n can be constructed by calculating 34 features of the remainder n samples, of which each feature is considered as an element of it.
where each row vector of X i is considered as the similarity sequence. Hence, GCA between feature vector and multidomain feature matrix can be performed to evaluate the degree of correlation between two data samples.
C. EWM FOR FEATURE SELECTION
Theoretically, the more features are, the stronger the recognition ability between categories will be. However, overmuch feature indexes will not only increase the calculation time but also easily bring redundant information. Hence, to improve computational efficiency and eliminate redundant information, it is necessary to adopt an appropriate algorithm to select a subset of features from multi-domain features for fault detection. Entropy weight method (EWM) is a comprehensive evaluation method for evaluating the importance of different feature indexes [37] . Due to the calculation process of EWM is simple and easy to understand. Besides, EWM makes full use of data of feature set and avoids the influence of subjective factors. Consequently, it is feasible to introduce EWM for feature selection. Calculation process of EWM is summarized as follows:
, n is an evaluation matrix, where m is the size of data sample, n is the number of features of each data sample. Feature indexes in evaluation matrix are normalized as
x ij (18) where P ij denotes the standardized feature data.
(2) Calculate the entropy value e j of each feature index and the obtained entropy are standardized by
where E j represents the standardized entropy. Specially, if P ij = 0, P ij In(P ij ) = 0. (3) Calculate the weight coefficient w j of each index.
where the sum of weight coefficient w j is equal to 1. The size of weight coefficient w j indicates the importance of different features in whole feature set. That is, the greater the weight coefficient of one feature is, the bigger its significance in fault detection is. Thus, several features with greater weight coefficients can be selected as sensitive features.
D. GREY CORRELATION ANALYSIS
Grey system theory (GST) proposed by Deng [38] has been successfully applied in various fields, including agriculture, industry and meteorology etc. As a branch of GST, grey correlation analysis (GCA) is an efficient method to measure the correlation degree between different sequences according to grey relational degree. Supposing that x 0 (j), j = 1, 2, · · · , k is a reference sequence to be analyzed and denoted by
n similarity sequences and denoted by X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n . GCA between the reference sequence and n similarity sequences is summarized as follows (1) Establish the observation matrix shown in Eq. (21) .
where X n represents the nth similarity sequence to be analyzed, each element of which x n (j), j = 1, 2, · · · , k is recorded as one feature index of the signal.
(2) According to Eq. (22) , normalize the data to [0, 1].
where min(x i (j)) denotes the minimum value of x i (j), max(x i (j)) denotes the maximum value of x i (j). (3) Calculate grey relational coefficient ξ i (j). The grey correlation coefficient ξ i (j) between x 0 and x i with respect to the jelement is calculated by
where A i (j) represents the absolute deviation sequences between the reference sequence and similarity sequence, and denoted by A i (j) = |x 0 (j) − x i (j)|. The symbol ρ ∈ (0, 1) represents the discriminating coefficient, which can measure the influence degree of each element in observation matrix on grey relational coefficient.
(4) Calculate grey relational degree r i . Note that r i is defined as arithmetic mean of relational coefficients ξ i (k).
where r i can reflect degree of association between similarity sequences and reference sequences. If two sequences are more relevant, their gray correlation degree will be greater and their value will be closer to 1. Hence, in this paper, maximum grey relational degree is used to select effective feature set and determine the optimal scale of MMA.
III. THE PROPOSED DIAGNOSIS SCHEME
To solve the issue of losing partial fault information existing in traditional MMA containing single index and improve the precision of bearing fault feature extraction, this paper proposes a method named feature selection framework-based multiscale morphological analysis (FS-MMA). Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of our approach for bearing fault detection. The whole process of our approach is summarized as follows:
Step 1: Collect n bearing vibration data sample and denoted
Step 2: Calculate m feature indexes of n data samples for different bearing fault, and build a n×m feature matrix shown in Eq. (25) .
where m = 34, which indicates 34 features of each sample are extracted. The 34 features can be found in Section II.B.
Step 3: Use EWM to calculate the weight coefficient of each index in the feature matrix, denote as w j , j = 1, 2, · · · , m, and select the sensitive index whose weight coefficient is greater than the threshold value 0.1 max(w j ).
Step 4: Conduct MMA to obtain n morphological filtering signals. Due to the flat SE has simple shape and fast computation speed, so the flat SE is adopted in this step. Besides, according to [39] , the analysis range of SE scale is set as 1 to T − 2, where T = f s /f g , • is the rounding operation, f s is sampling frequency, f g is bearing fault frequency including inner race, outer race, ball and cage.
Step 5: Calculate k feature values of each morphological filtering signal to obtain n similarity sequences, and build an n × k observation matrix shown in Eq. (26) .
where
Step 6: Calculate k feature values of the original signal to build a reference sequence
Step 7:Calculate grey relational degree between reference sequence X 0j and observation matrix X ij , and then select SE scale corresponding to maximum gray relational degree as the optimal scale.
Step 8: Calculate envelope spectrum of the optimal scale filtering signal to extract bearing fault frequency, and realize the identification of bearing fault type.
IV. NUMERICAL VALIDATION A. SIMULATION SIGNAL
According to [40] - [42] , bearing fault signal is usually composed of several different components (e.g. periodic impact impulse, stochastic noise and harmonic interference). Hence, to simulate the real bearing fault as much as possible, one bearing local fault signal model is formulated as follows:
where s(t) is a series of periodic impulse signal with a mean spacing time T between two adjacent impacts, which is used to describe the impact component induced by bearing local fault. The components 1 (t) is the superposition of two cosines and satisfies the equality s 1 (t) = cos(2π100t) + cos(2π150t), which is utilized to simulate the harmonic interference existing in vibration signal. The componentn(t) is a white Gaussian noise with SNR of -3dB, which is used to simulate background noise in the working environment. Besides, in Eq. (27) , A is the amplitude of the periodic impulse signal, B is the resonance damping coefficient depending on the system, and f n is natural frequency of the system. Specific parameters of bearing fault signal model shown in Eq. (27) are listed below in detail: the amplitude A = 1, the phase φ w = 0, the damping coefficient B = 800 rad/s, the natural frequency of the systemf n = 2000 Hz, bearing fault frequency f g = 95 Hz, sampling frequency and data length of the signal are L = 2048 and f s = 12800 Hz, respectively. Fig. 2 shows time domain waveform of simulation signal y(t) and its three comprised components (s(t), s 1 (t) and n(t)). Figs. 3(a) and (b) plot Fourier spectrum and envelope spectrum of simulation signal y(t), respectively. As seen from Figs. 3(a) and (b), bearing fault frequency f g cannot be observed due to the influence of the added noise and interference component, which implies that it is difficult to extract periodic impulse features through analyzing the simulation signal y(t) directly in this case.
B. THE PROPOSED METHOD ANALYSIS
Simulation signal y(t) is analyzed by using the proposed method to confirm its effectiveness. Firstly, 20 data samples of simulation signal is obtained and 34 feature indexes of each sample are calculated, which indicates a feature matrix with 20 rows and 34 columns is established. Subsequently, VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Flowchart of the proposed diagnosis scheme.
EWM is applied to calculate the weight coefficients of all feature indexes in the feature matrix, and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 4(a) . As can be seen from Fig. 4(a) , the weight coefficients of the 5th, 10th, 16th and 17th indexes are larger than the threshold, thus the four indexes are regarded as the sensitive indexes for fault detection. Next, calculate a reference sequence of simulation signal as
Besides, set the range of SE scale as λ = 1 ∼132, conduct MMA to obtain 132 filtering signals, and build a feature matrix as follows: 
where the row vector of the feature matrix X 132×4 is served as similarity sequence.
GCA between reference sequence X 1×4 and feature matrix X 132×4 is performed and the obtained results are displayed in Fig. 4(b) . As seen from Fig. 4(b) , when the SE scale is 3, the grey relational degree reaches the maximum (circled with red in Fig. 4(b) ). Namely, the optimal SE scale of MMA is determined as λ = 3. Figs. 4(c) and (d) show morphological filtering signal and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. From Fig. 4(d) , it is observed that the fault frequency f g and its harmonics are particularly evident. This validates that our method can extract effectively fault features submerged by stochastic noise and interfering frequency.
C. COMPARISON WITH MMA CONTAININ SINGALE FEATURE
As a comparison, two common MMA methods containing single feature are used to analyze the same simulation signal. The first method is MMA with SNR criterion proposed in Ref. [24] , while the second method is MMA with kurtosis criterion proposed in Ref. [26] . To be specific, in two MMA methods, the SNR and kurtosis indexes are respectively adopted to determine the optimal SE scale of morphological filtering, and then MMA containing the optimal SE scale is conducted to extract fault signatures of rolling bearing. Detailed steps for both methods can be found in the literature [2] and [3] . Figs. 5(a) and (b) are time domain waveform of the filtering signal obtained using the first method and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 5(b) that fault frequency f g cannot be found. Moreover, time domain waveform of the filtering signal obtained applying the second approach and its corresponding spectrum are displayed in Figs. 6(a) and (b) , respectively. Seen from Fig. 6(b) , fault frequency f g cannot be extracted, which implies the ineffectiveness of application MMA containing single feature on the simulation signal.
D. COMPARISON WITH EMD METHOD
A fault diagnosis benchmark approach named EMD-based envelope demodulation analysis is employed to analyze the simulation signal for the purpose of further consolidating the analysis results of our method. In the comparison approach, EMD is firstly used to decompose simulation signal into ten IMF components, where kurtosis of ten IMF components are 2.11, 3.28, 2.79, 3.05, 2.52, 2.71, 2.72, 3.02, 1.54 and 1.83, respectively. Then, envelope spectrum analysis of the second IMF component (IMF2) with largest kurtosis is performed to finish fault detection. Fig. 7 shows the analysis results obtained by EMD. As shown in the envelope spectrum of Fig. 7(b) , the fault frequency f g is invisible, which implies that feature extraction ability of EMD is not good in this case. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
In this section, without loss of generality, two experimental examples are analyzed to prove the efficacy of our method. Besides, the comparisons are also conduct to emphasize the advantages of our method. Results and further discussion are placed to the end. The proposed algorithm is applied to analyze bearing fault data acquired from mechanical fault simulator, North china electric power university (NCEPU). Bearing fault simulation experimental device is shown in Fig. 8 . In this experiment, a local defect (i.e. 0.1mm in depth and 0.2mm in width) is machined on bearing outer race or inner race surface by electric spark technology and the generated faulty bearing is shown in Fig. 9 . Geometrical parameters of bearing are given in Table 3 . For data collection, an eddy current sensor mounted on bearing housing is used to collect bearing fault data. Calibration value of the eddy current sensor is 7.87 V/mm. Motor speed during experiment was 1440 rpm (i.e. the rotating frequency f r = 24.5 Hz). Sampling frequency and data length were 12800 Hz and 6400 points, respectively. Fault frequencies of the inner race and outer race are f i = 172.05 Hz and f o = 115.94 Hz, respectively.
2) OUTER RACE FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Figs. 10(a)-(d) shows temporal waveform, Fourier spectrum, enlarged spectrum and envelope spectrum of outer race fault signal, respectively. As is clear in Fig. 10 , outer race fault frequency f o cannot be found, which indicates that it is difficult to identify bearing outer fault effectively directly through spectrum analysis.
To demonstrate the performance of our method, outer race fault data of cylindrical bearing is analyzed. Firstly, Fig. 11(a) shows the weight coefficient of different feature indexes obtained by EWM. We can find that the 5th and 10th features have weight coefficient greater than threshold. Thus, the 5th and 10th features are selected as sensitive features for fault detection. Then, Fig. 11(b) shows the relation curve between grey relational degree and SE scale. Seen from Fig. 11(b) , when SE scale λ = 7, the grey relational degree reaches the maximum. Namely, the optimal SE scale of morphological filtering is determined as λ = 7. Finally, the optimal scale filtering signal and its corresponding envelope spectrum are displayed in Figs. 11(c) and (d) , respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 11(d) that the outer race fault frequency f o and its harmonics are easily identified, which implies our method is suitable for detecting outer race fault of cylindrical bearing.
As a contrast, two MMA methods with single index and EMD method are applied to analyze the same outer race data. Figs. 12(a) and (b) show the filtering results obtained by MMA with SNR criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 12(b) that outer race fault frequency f o and its harmonics cannot be found. Figs. 13(a) and (b) present the filtering results obtained by MMA with kurtosis criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. Similarly, outer race fault frequency f o cannot be observed in Fig. 13(b) . Fig. 14 plots the analyzed results obtained by EMD. It can be seen from the envelope spectrum of the third IMF component (IMF3) containing the largest kurtosis that outer race fault frequency f o is visible, but its amplitude is not as good as that of the proposed method. Figs. 15(a)-(d) show time domain waveform, Fourier spectrum, enlarged spectrum and envelope spectrum of inner race fault signal, respectively. As depicted in Fig. 15 , there is no obvious spectral line at inner race fault frequency f i . Hence, our approach is applied to analyze inner race fault data. Firstly, weight coefficient of feature indexes of inner race fault data is calculated by using EWM, and the obtained results are shown in Fig. 16(a) . Seen from Fig. 16(a) , weight coefficient of two features (the 5 and 16th) is more than the threshold, thus the two features are taken for the sensitive indexes. Secondly, grey relational degree of the sensitive indexes at different SE scale is calculated and the obtained results are displayed in Fig. 16(b) . We can see from Fig. 16(b) that grey relational degree achieves the maximum when SE scale λ = 1, which indicates the optimal SE scale is selected as λ = 1. Next, MMA with the optimal SE scale is used to process the inner race fault data. Figs. 16(c) and (d) present the filtering signal and its corresponding envelope spectrum, respectively. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 16(d) that the inner race fault frequency f i and its side frequencies (f i − f r , f i + f r ) are identified commendably, which implies the validity of application our method on the inner race data.
3) INNER RACE FAULT DIAGNOSIS
For comparison purpose, the same fault data is processed by two MMA with single index and EMD method. The filtering signals obtained by MMA with SNR criterion and its corresponding spectrum are shown in Figs. 17(a) and (b) , respectively. As seen in Fig. 17(b) , the inner race fault frequency f i cannot be extracted. Figs. 18(a) and (b) are the filtering signal obtained by MMA with kurtosis criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. The inner race fault frequency f i also cannot be found in Fig. 18(b) . The analyzed results obtained by EMD are shown in Fig. 19 . As seen from envelope spectrum of Fig. 19(b) , although the inner race fault frequency f i is visible, the extracted fault feature information is inferior to that of the proposed method. Experimental data from ABLT-1A life-cycle experiment rig located in Southeast University (SEU) is applied to prove the effectiveness of our method. Experimental device is shown in Fig. 20 , which is mainly composed of loading system, bearing test module, and data acquisition unit. In this experiment, a local defect (i.e. 0.5mm in depth and 0.1mm in width) is generated on the surface of bearing inner and outer race by using electric discharging machining technique. The faulty bearing is shown in Fig. 21 . Concretely, in bearing test module, bearing 1 is the faulty bearing, whereas other bearings are normal. A PCB accelerometer with 100mV/g is mounted at a horizontal position far away from the faulty bearing for data collection. 
2) OUTER RACE FAULT DIAGNOSIS
Firstly, outer race fault data from ball bearing is directly processed by spectrum analysis. Fig. 22(a) displays time domain waveform of outer race fault data. Fig. 22(b) is the amplitude spectrum of outer race fault signal and its partial enlarged detail is shown in Fig. 22(c) . It is obvious in Fig. 22(c) that outer race fault frequency cannot be extracted. Fig. 22(d) is the envelope spectrum of outer race fault signal. Although outer race fault frequency can be identified in the envelope spectra, its amplitude is not prominent.
Secondly, our algorithm is applied to analyze the outer race fault signal to validate its effectiveness. Fig. 23(a) shows the weight coefficient of different feature indexes obtained by EWM, where weight coefficient of 10 features (i.e. the 5th, 10th, 16th, 17th, 23th, 24th, 26th, 28th, 30th, and 31th) are greater than the threshold, and hence these features were selected as the sensitive features to determine the optimal scale of MMA. Fig. 20(b) is the relation curve between grey relational degree and SE scale. According to Fig. 23(b) , we can determine the optimal scale λ = 71. Figs. 23(c) and (d) show the optimal scale filtering signal and its corresponding envelope spectrum, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 23(d) that outer race fault frequency of 62.73 Hz and its harmonics are easily identified, which indicates our method is effective in diagnosing outer race fault of ball bearing.
Finally, the same fault data is processed by two MMA methods with single index and EMD method. Figs. 24(a) and (b) display the filtering results obtained by MMA with SNR criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. As shown in Fig. 24(b) , we cannot observe outer race fault frequency and its harmonics. Figs. 25(a) and (b) plot the filtering results obtained by MMA with kurtosis criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. The outer race fault frequency of 62.73 Hz is also not obvious in Fig. 25(b) . The diagnosis results achieved using EMD are shown in Fig. 26 . It is clear from the envelope spectrum of Fig. 26(b) that outer race fault frequency of 62.73 Hz can be observed, but its frequency doubling is not obvious. Namely, our algorithm overmatches traditional MMA and EMD in ball bearing outer race fault detection. Fig. 27(d) is the envelope spectrum of bearing inner race fault signal. As can be seen from Fig. 27(d) , there is no significant amplitude at the inner race fault frequencies.
Our algorithm is employed to deal with ball bearing inner race fault data. Fig. 28(a) presents the weight coefficient of different feature indexes. It is observed in Fig. 28(b) that weight coefficient of 10 features (the 5th, 10th, 16th, 17th, 24th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th and 31th features) are bigger than the threshold, which means that the 10 features are regarded as the sensitive index. Fig. 28(b) shows the relation curve between grey correlation degree and SE scale. According to Fig. 28(b) , the optimal scale is set as λ = 103. Fig. 28(c) and (d) are the optimal scale filtering signal and its corresponding envelope spectrum, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 28(d) , inner race fault frequency of 94.76 Hz and its harmonics can be clearly found, indicating the performance of our algorithm in detecting inner race fault of ball bearing. Fig. 29(b) . Then, Figs. 30(a) and (b) are the filtering signal obtained by MMA with kurtosis criterion and its corresponding spectrum, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 30(b) that the inner race fault frequency of 94.76 Hz also cannot be identified. The results reaffirm the superiority of the proposed FS-MMA over MMA with single index, even when ball bearing appears inner race fault. Fig. 31 reveals the diagnosis results obtained by EMD. As shown in Fig. 31(b) , inner race fault frequency of 94.76 Hz is nonexistent. That is, the results of feature extracted by EMD are not better than that of our method.
C. RESULTS AND DISCUSSES
Through the above simulation and experimental research, it can be known that our approach can effectively detect local faults of bearing, and the comparative analysis with MMA also proves the superiority of our approach. However, some aspects still need to be explored further in the further work. (1) Although there are many studies on the selection of SE scale and the construction of MMA, there is no uniform rule about their theory. To promote the development of MMA and improve performance of MMA, the related knowledge in this aspect still needs to be further improved and studied.
(2) Through the fusion of three stages (feature extraction, feature selection and MMA), our approach can improve fault detection precision, but it also increases the running time due to the calculation of multi-index. This paper adopted EWM to reduce the calculation time. Note that some other criterion can also replace EWM for feature selection, including Laplacian score (LS), max-relevance and min-redundancy (mRMR) [43] and infinite feature selection (Inf-FS) [44] . Hence, the study of these criterions is our further work.
(3) There are many other failure forms of rolling bearing, except for bearing single fault (e.g. inner race, outer race and ball fault). Compound fault of bearing is regarded as a common fault form which is difficult to diagnose. Therefore, in our future work, it is valuable to apply the proposed method in bearing compound fault detection.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a feature selection framework-based multiscale morphological analysis algorithm is proposed to achieve fault diagnosis of rolling bearing. Firstly, MMA is introduced to extract impulsive feature information hidden in bearing vibration signal. Multi-domain features are then established to highlight fault symptom and suppress noise, which can improve fault detection ability. Besides, EWM is employed to select the sensitive features from multi-domain features for fault detection. Finally, GCA is conducted to determine the optimal scale analysis results. Simulated and experimental data have been applied to validate the validity of our algorithm. The analysis results demonstrated that our method is capable of extracting effectively bearing fault symptoms and is superior to traditional MMA with single index. Novelties and contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) MMA containing the weighted arithmetic is introduced to extract related-fault features of rolling bearing.
(2) Multi-domain features are formulated to improve bearing fault diagnosis precision.
(3) GCA is employed to determine the suitable SE scale and seek out the optimal diagnosis results.
In this study, our preliminary analysis results indicate that our method can detect bearing local fault, but performance of our algorithm under variable speed is not evaluated yet. In other words, the scope of application of our algorithm is currently limited to single fault detection of bearing inner race or outer race at constant speed. Hence, our future work will be devoted to extending our algorithm for dealing with the problem of fault detection under variable speed.
